I. INTRODUCTION
Ranking fuzzy numbers has been an indispensable area of research especially for its applications in decision making analysis to represent uncertain value. Ranking fuzzy numbers started in 1976 when Jain [9] proposed a ranking fuzzy numbers for decision making in the presence of fuzzy variables by representing the ill-defined quantity as a fuzzy set. Bortolan and Degani [5] reviewed some of ranking methods for ranking fuzzy subsets. Chen [17] suggested ranking fuzzy numbers with maximizing set and minimizing set. Delgado et al. [3] showed a procedure for ranking fuzzy numbers. Chen and Lu [5] suggested an approximate approach for ranking fuzzy numbers based on left and right dominance. Here we tries to incorporate the centroid based ranking method with Trapezoidal Intuitionistic Fuzzy Number (TrIFN). Atanassov [1, 2] first introduced the concept of intuitionistic fuzzy set(IFS) characterized by a membership function and a non-membership function, which is a generalization of the concept of fuzzy set [6] whose basic component is only a membership function. In real life application non linearity in optimization technique is biggest challenge. Geometric programming is one of the best ways to deal with such situation. But non linear optimization in real life can be uncertain and situation oriented, due to changing the environmental components. Here intuitionistic trapezoidal fuzzy system (TrIFS) is used to deal with such uncertain nonlinear environment. Coefficients of decision variables in the objective function, the constraint coefficients, and the right-hand sides of geometric programming problem are taken as TrIFN. Using centroid ranking method at first we generate centroids along x axis and y axis of individual TrIFN. After that we calculate the ranking value from two centrioids. In this way we get individual ranking value of all TrIFNs. These ranking values can be used in geometric programming problem for making decisions.
II. PRELIMINARIES

Definition
Intuitionistic Fuzzy Set: Let a set X be fixed, A is an 
Intuitionistic Fuzzy Number: An IFN A is defined as xR  such that
Let A is a TrIFN and is represented as Its membership and non-membership functions are defined as follows:
For sake of simplicity, throughout this paper we have considered Fig-1 . In order to find out the centroid of TrIFN, the area under the membership and non membership function has been considered together. First of all the whole TrIFN has been split into five rectangles: AGHB, BHKC, KJDC, DJIE and EILF. Now, the centroid point has been determined by using the formulae
Where the specific region bounded by continuous function () fx and () gyrespectively. The required centroid point is ( , ) AA XY. 
Mathematical derivation of centroid point
From Fig-1 we get 
Integrating 1 y we get Now from equation (6) and (8) Here we try to compare centroid based ranking approach with a) Wu and Cao ranking method b) Jianqiang and Zhong ranking, using two numeric examples and conclude to a particular decision. (5), (6), (7) (8) we get So, A>B
Numerical Example
Discussion
From example1, using Wu and Cao ranking method, we observe that, these two TrIFNs (A, B) are not comparable, but using centroid ranking method two TrIFNs (A, B) can be compared as A>B.
Similarly in example2, using Jianqiang and Zhong ranking method we observe that ,these two TrIFNs(A,B) cannot be compared, but using centroid ranking method two TrIFNs(A,B) can be compared as A>B.
From these examples it is clear that, for deriving the ranking result, centroid based ranking method is one of the best approaches because this method gives ranking result correctly and overcomes the drawbacks of the existing methods (Wu and Cao, Jianqiang and Zhong).For this reason we try to incorporate this approach in nonlinear uncertain environment for getting better decision making results. Fuzzy geometric programming is one of the significant areas to take decision at most uncertain real life situations. Below we try to implement geometric programming and its duality in fuzzy environment and using centroid based ranking method we generate ranking values of TrIFNs and using them we generate a mathematical derivation.
V. CENTROID BASED RANKING VALUE IN FUZZY GEOMETRIC PROGRAMMING
Generalized equation of Fuzzy geometric programming
Here we are taking the coefficients of objective function,constrains and right hand side of constrains as TrIFN. In this paper we try to analyze one of the important ranking approach, which is centroid based and apply it on Trapezoidal Intuitionistic Fuzzy Number(TrIFN).We choose TrIFN, because of its both membership and non membership functional support. Any real life situation is combination of possible and non possible occurrence of incidents, which can be represented by TrIFN, in better way. Using centroid based ranking approach we generate single quantitative value from interval based TrIFN, which is applied on geometric programming problem. For working on real life non linear environment geometric programming is a better approach and using TrIFN with centroid based ranking method on geometric programming gives perfect decision making result. Here our main aim is to deal with situation oriented real life decision making problem with non linear uncertain mathematical analysis in presence of ranking approach.
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